Appendix 16
BNC Concordance lines for /tw/
has joined her tutor, Dorothy Hodgkin. So

two

Somervillians in a prestigious order limited

Conservation: Species Endangered species update

Two

sidebands on the pump frequency. Physically,

two

rare kakapo chicks have been hatched in
photons with frequency &formula; are
scattered

current models lack a factor joining the

two

. Scientists believe that it will be several

it through. Would you please go to tag L

two

, six, six to begin with just to lead you

Archive we are attempting to achieve this in

two

ways: Firstly by formulating clear

the natural unemployment rate possesses

two

analytically separable characteristics:

people on in the copy group and we've got

twenty

years' worth of adverts. Mhm. Plenty to

period, I wonder? Where would you go after

two

thousand and six? Well I think we will

Yes I should like to come back on one or

two

of those points. The Civic Society was

small word from two hundred Oh yes from

two

hundred yeah. Right. So people oh I can

usually most of my newspapers, in fact one or

two

of them won't, will support that government

will give you a chance. Can we resume at

twenty

past eleven please? Mr Collier? Can you

same time Cou at the same Council meeting

two

amendments to the motion were formally

your full submission. I'll just check. Page

twelve

. Yes. Thank you very much Mr , Mr would

situ before very late, so the twelve and

twelve

suits them, and it's better for health

reason that we've changed the name on those

two

stores is that any experiments we want

starts slapping seventeen and a half percent,

twenty

percent V A T on fuel, we might need some

Er, yes in the studies in nineteen ninety

two

puts the number dead in Sarajevo alone at

twelve

er Eurofighter suggested that there could
hundred and some fourteen thousand
wounded

different in the fact that er we er have

two

close schemes with far more er beneficiaries

because they hadn't re-used they got there by

two

the shot gun, is that a single barrelled

twelve

or three or four years time when they came
bore? Pump action shot gun yes. Pump
action

, perhaps rather obvious you can't carry

two

guns and a shield. That's right and I've

I did manage to get practically the last

two

available tickets. Which means,' he added

Small intestine Species: Asaridia galli

Two

other species are A. dissimilis in turkeys

General Election was expected during the next

two

years, but already there were signs that

Shiona…' The way he spoke her name

twisted

her stomach into knots. And the way his

her an added surge of strength, and she

twisted

her arm sharply downwards and broke his

for the index is recalculated. There are

two

principal methods of dealing with this.

acknowledges that it will not be able to recover

twice

for both breach of warranty and under the

. The procedural distinction between the

two

types of action is crucial in relation

best interests of his client is underlined.

Two

codes of practice have been promulgated

compost plant that agreed to come in. Mm. And

two

or three temps and the rest were a couple

two. The poor chap's having to get up at

two

or three o'clock in the morning, this is

of interest and duty or conflicts between

two

duties by a variety of self-help methods

or as a counterparty. There are, however,

two

quite common situations where, although

constituencies committees for Wales respectively. The

two

committees were set up under the provisions

nineteen sixty three to nineteen seventy

two

. Now the Korean war was a limited war in

in Swindon today. Erm, let's cover one or

two

things, because about a year ago, in two

reading this, this report. There are one or

two

areas where I remained confused but I'm

A hundred grams, for one bar, costs you

twenty

eight pence, right, and then another one

is it? Oh it is. It's three o'clock. It's

two

minutes to. Right okay. So now we're being

expected to increase by between one and

two

degrees centigrade in the near future,

and that's shown in the chart in appendix

two

below the diagram. We will be dealing with

application of this principle. There are

two

leaves, which gradually fall off, followed by

twigs

approaches: with fault and strict liability
and small branches. Most of the trees
affected

the pressure, I mean I always find those

two

pages which is facts and that's it but

the operation? He didn't look more than

twenty

.' `Oh, Dad! I don't expect he's the

pleased about this; the girl was her own age,

twenty

, and, although she'd seen her only a few

abruptly at the sharp sound of a breaking

twig

. Frozen, she shot her head round towards

laying there's only er six people in total.

Two

actually doing the pipe-laying, quite heavy

and sat back expectantly, a mischievous

twinkle

still dancing in her eyes. `That's

man was hers, as she was his; they were

two

So how many days were there between you

two

halves of a whole. He was kissing
?' `I was born on November the twentyseventh

furnished two rooms when we got in We furnished

two

rooms when we came in here that was the

health reforms again. I'm disappointed by the

two

er contributions we've had so far. We've

the losses which are set out on page sixty

two

erm are based on that intention and are

ninety two, forty six B C L R open bracket

two

little d closed brackets, one six four.

Please bring me a new central defender or

two

, preferably youngs ones who know how to

the tenth. Nut the big showdown is in race

two

last seen eleven days ago. It's more than

two

, a dog called McCoist runs off scratch
years since schoolgirl Vicky Hamilton
disappeared

still hung over him like a sword. The

two

management techniques. Taken together, the

two

beggars were crouched in the courtyard.
studies suggest a causal role for the
experience

. By superimposing the same scale on the

two

axes of the matrix, the product can then

upon the sentry. `Hit dirt,' he said. `

Twenty

press-ups. Twenty. Count `em. Not you,

casualty clearing station at Benenden, and died

two

days later. He was buried in the graveyard

like envious angels, plotting in groups of

two

and three, with cloak wings. I was expecting

Ireland, Diarmaid, King of Dublin, made

two

attacks on Meath along with the King of

has seen impressive growth over the last

two

years - turnover up 40 per cent, gross

potential customers to visit in May, for a

two-day

Flavour Seminar. The first day included

Kingston. `I am a reincarnation of the true

Twenty-fourth

Imam of the Nizari Ismailis! My father

later. The interesting cloister is of late

twelfth

century design and part of the west front

in brick, and all carefully restored. The

two

chief examples are close together on Zealand

variety of degree structures. There are

two

first-year courses, 1B for those with Higher

human a few problems. It rattled it once or

twice

, peered in through the wire mesh of the

smaller truck stopped behind the lorry.

Two

humans got out of that, too, and joined

Literature, the 1890s, Modernist Literature,

Twentieth-Century

English Fiction, Modern Drama, Post-1945

Comparative Law A: a topic in the law of

two

modern systems; Comparative Law B: the

If we can't succeed with our plan in just

two

days all this goes up, and us along with

had provoked considerable opposition from

two

of her older male colleagues. She felt

two days. I've been very patient!' `

Two

days!' Her shock seemed to mollify

cabinets, though the depth is generally

twice

as much. You can buy them with doors,
drawers

full of masculine sexuality and his lips

twitched

` - the look of a woman hungry for the

out. Anne had given her the parcel to post

two

days ago and she had completely forgotten

went on down the winding road for about

two

miles, finishing at the quayside, where

the river was a silver thread, curling and

twining

through meadows freshly green in sunlight

information for the word. At least

two

problems exist for using affix stripping

here too. Suppose for example there are

two

remaining producers in an industry which

compound is a pure substance composed of

two

or more elements combined in fixed and

To dry Mix one part Glycerine with

two-three

parts hot water. Stir well. Remove dampened

carry with wine in it. Always have

two

people to carry each gift i.e. two for

far right). The group formed part of the

twenty

seven strong Sales Training Course run

a typical A4 page in six minutes, Group

Two

in three minutes and Group Three in one

Catalogue of Printed Books was carried out over

two

periods during the year. The results from

British Gas personnel recently attended a

two

day course in London. Steve Thurgood and

to see evidence of student performance.

Two

discretion to modify or suspend US sanctions when

two

principles of the Australian peace plan. The

two

points follow from this. First, it is important
more of the five conditions were met;
administration
sides agreed that a UN presence" at
appropriate

further loans worth $3,000 million in 1990,

two-thirds

of which would be devoted to debt reduction

after her Poems, written jointly with her

two

sisters, sold only two copies? …

proposals with demands for the recognition of"

two

peoples", rather than separate communities

significant progress" compared with the situation

two

years earlier, when few of the organization

reform in the Soviet Union" and that the

two

countries would" work together to reduce

service for those in higher education from

two

years to one (which could be served after

bit black and sorry, and there were only

two

(bruised) peaches left. She decided to

Down man Ian Lyle shadowed Rowan but after

two

miles he lost contact and Albertville's

employing 20 people. Silotank, based at the

Twin

Spires Centre in the lower Falls, produces

this summer could force investors to `think

twice

' about taking a stake in Northern Ireland

four pigs £81; Mrs McClintock, Glenwherry,

two

pigs £82. The 16 fat sows and boars sold

month later. Southend swimmers meet

two

nights a week (Tuesday and Friday) for

starting at odds of 8-1. The winner got home by

two

and a half lengths, but two Irish trained

Primary Discipline: [07: Education] A

two-year

grant has established the above group in

the experience gained through the first

two

stages, together with knowledge of recent

he was looking at the killer of at least

twenty

people. Twenty known victims, that was.

copies. Orders received by noon delivered in

two

working days. Telephone quoting `Mosby

747,304 (36.4 per cent) the construction of

two

new trans-Alpine rail tunnels through the

Fono is elected for up to three years, with

two

of its members elected by universal suffrage

blockage of the intended sale would exacerbate

TWA

's severe cashflow problems. GULF CRISIS

April 14, 1990, the Foreign Ministers of the

two

countries met in Dakar to discuss a new

its acceptance of the appeal on April 24.

Two

foreign buyers under Argentine company law.

Two

days later the rebel National Government
private domestic companies in the
controlling

report five officers had planned to use

two

military helicopters to bomb the headquarters

reduced by the fact that neither of Bush's

two

challengers (Buchanan and former Ku Klux

Cambodian peace process, it had been postponed

twice

in December due to unrest in Phnom Penh

in Cambodia [see p. 38511]. They signed

two

agreements on improving economic cooperation

being investigated for indiscipline.

Two

of the six found guilty - Maj.-Gen. Sintong

mutual defence agreement signed between the

two

the House of Representatives on July 10,

two

countries in 1977, which they had singularly
hours before a memorial service for
opposition

poll and 60 in the second poll. In

two

further rounds of voting on July 30 three

yourself and John of new caps, dated the

twenty

had suggested on June 2 a time limit of

two

fourth of February. Have you been able
years on the screening process, while
proposing

powerful body [see also p. 39019].

Two

key figures in the Russian leadership lost

by parliament, and could be removed by a

two-thirds

majority vote of the parliament. The head

dismissed a libel action brought against

two

newspapers, the independent Afrikaans Vrye

consideration to be taken into account.

Two

other matters weigh in the direction of

Home Office ceiling. It has been increased

twice

in recent months. It has been increased

measles vaccine that is lacking.

Two

US sociologists looked for connections

what world he's really in. Fred has

two

kinds of nightmare. In one he's in a lift

have some money?' `Again? I gave you

two

Guy's exploits. And now this latest one.

Two

pounds yesterday.' `I paid some of
weeks to march over a hundred miles,
capture

lap and hurl their combined body weight of

two

grapefruits against my legs. I stamp my

the M4 in his Porsche to look after his

two

properties? Ernest Saunders was told that

fear of this caused jealousy to writhe and

twist

in Lucy's mind until her face became pale

category of unascertained goods there are

two

types: (i) Unascertained goods out of a

Scotland that suggested an increased level of

twinning

in cattle, and possibly in humans, that

position. We are privatising the industry for

two

reasons. First, the existing position is

with the rest of the world? [… ] Will the `

Twelve

' have established a relatively open trading

psychology Subject Area: Social psychology

Two

in which she and her husband resided for

two

classes of explanation for social behaviour
years between September 1968 and
December

' Nathan shook his head, his mouth

twisting

in a humourless smile. `Hardly.' Gathering

there is clearly something amiss in these

two

early texts of Nesri. It is not at all

circumcision feast for Bayezid and Mustafa Celebi,

two

of the sons of Mehmed II, which took place

The tentacle pores on the arms of these

two

genera are open and large with only small

forgotten slips into wrongdoing of her own. For

Twomey

to have erred in any way was unthinkable

Aunt Tossie held blue velvet against her

tweeds

and woollies. " I like you best in

she was telling the truth. I could check

two

implications. At the rear of the shop were

two

important parts of the story. If they were
rooms, set alongside a narrow passage
leading

this she was interested in people. With

two

hundred students it was impossible for

a massive fallen jak tree a man and his

two

Dominican descent in Bradford. Approximately

two-thirds

sons were digging out the trunk. They were
of Bradford's 3000 Caribbeans are
Dominican

predictably be. A good part of the wit of these

two

fabliaux lies in the incongruous mixture

closeness.) COLON Put a colon (:) between

two

complete clauses to make them one larger

the previous section we concentrated on

two

axes of the search space: time and level

I mentioned above, the Chart parser has

two

other components in addition to the global

fully-fledged restaurant managers within

two

years. After that, the way is open for

patients with benign colorectal tumours (

two

), plus those with chronic cholecystitis

results lacked normal distribution. The

two

sample Wilcoxon's rank sum test was used

between two groups was undertaken using the

two-tailed

Mann-Whitney U test. A &khgr; 2 test was

SaO 2 and pulse rate data were analysed by

two

methods. In the first method, data were

reported with regard to expression of the

two

chains in immune granulomas. Our

eighty, one ninety, two hundred offered, two

twenty

, two forty two sixty, two eighty, three

pounds, any more at one hundred and ten ,

twenty

, thirty one forty in front, one fifty one

twenty two forty, two sixty going on sir?

Two

sixty, against you, two eighty, three hundred

next to offer globular jars and there are

two

in the lot, we have one showing fifty pounds

hundred pounds, two twenty offered, at two
cholecystoscopy. The median number of admissions
was

twenty

to my left standing, at two twenty, anybody

two

, but in this group of patients, there were

children. The patients were classified in

two

ways: firstly into four groups based on

because they were associated, at a minimum of

two

assessment points, with a decreased healing

propagated and non-propagated contractions were

two

to four times higher during the upright

seven, thank you very much. And Lot two erm

two

receivers and an H M V pick-up attachment

and twenty two twenty seated, any more? At

two

hundred and twenty pounds two forty two

then, in a single bid, are you all done at

twenty

pounds? Any more, it's in the doorway at

hundred two hundred, yes, two hundred and

twenty

, two forty, two sixty two sixty near the

eighty three hundred, three twenty three

twenty

standing, any more at three twenty? All

Two twenty on my left up here, any more at

two

twenty? I shall sell then at two hundred

all done at three eighty, four hundred and

twenty

four fifty, four eighty five hundred and

eight hundred nine hundred, two thousand

two

thousand pounds, any more at two thousand

thousand four hundred two thousand six hundred

two

thousand eight hundred, three thousand

eight hundred, nine hundred, two thousand,

two

thousand two hundred, two thousand four

in the fluticasone propionate group. The

two

deaths after the trial were related to

sulphasalazine have been studied. Sixty

two

patients (32 men, aged 28-82 years) with

this study required HIV seropositivity by

separate methods, and changes on direct

Allerthorpe groom. His bride, Mary Kell, was the

two
twenty-six-yearold

LIFESPAN Processes are to be run, there are

two

pitfalls to be aware of. The first again

changed to another branch of the user tree in

two

steps: change the manager to an ascendant

is to allocate the total costs over the
gastrointestinal endoscopy was performed by the
same

two

years on the basis of work invoiced. What

two

cases by the second week (six prednisone,

two

well trained endoscopists, using an Olympus
PEN), five by the third week (two
prednisone

assay and plasma was stored at -70°C in

two

volumes of 2% metaphosphoric acid.

had a mortality intermediate between these

two

extremes. The figure (bottom) shows

impression splint. That would come off in

two

days, she told me, and be replaced by a

administrators using the network of over

two

hundred and twenty PCs in the College.

full support. Keep smokin'… Ian Cheek -

twat

or what? WHO IS `Ian Cheek' and what's

conclusions of this study. In Germany, the

two

treatment schedules evaluated in this study

and nut biscuits and departed, leaving the

two

of them to put the sitting-room to rights

separation theorem holds that there are only

two

portfolios in equilibrium; the first composed

Entertainment, we divide our entertainment into

two

parts, television and attractions. So starting

year later. But in the first years of the

twentieth

century the scale of such efforts sharply

Absolutely, absolutely. I'll second it Two, two,

two

, two, one, yes Two, two, one and, and the

daughter of Thomas Kell, an Allerthorpe

favour of the recommendation, show One,

two

, three, four, five Against? Four against

is about twelve and a half. So sixteen to

twenty

would be the very strong on that, no one

carrying torches. A little girl was shown

twisting

fish-hooks into the penis of a man suspended

stiff within the week.' He smiled wryly. `

Two

egos into one don't go, Folly. Ever since

Dann considered. `just a minute or

two

.' `Did he say anything why he deserted

but for some reason she didn't. She

twirled

the stem of her wine glass thoughtfully

settee. It wasn't really large enough for

two

, but she wasn't about to complain; she

suggesting? That we divide the house into

two

, and each of us keep to our own half?'

by the gravitational field of the galaxy.

Two

or more images would then be seen, with

they reach the level of the grant. Then the

two

will be kept equal, and allowed to rise

They'd as soon be in midfield suffering The

twenty

mile snow-gale of unprotection, Ice-balls

you doing here?" I turned to face

two

learning. assonance This occurs when

two

men, apparently soldiers, for both were
words have the same vowel sounds in
conjunction

there aren't any more?" " Just the

two

." Mr Stephen examined the gold and

mainly undergraduate) PCL library users.

Two

of the catalogue systems have undergone

handlooms in their own homes producing the

tweed

for which the island is noted. This meant

we beat a hasty retreat back to Lerwick.

Two

days later the sea had settled down after

was actually trained to teach under-fives.

Two

unqualified ancillary helpers were brought

birthday for December the tenth as well. Eight

twenty

five. Right time for the Dougie Down Under

be travelling with me. We're looking for

two

couples to make the trip with the programme

clients, Simon Smith's brewery in Tadcaster,

two

off fifty seven Thank you. Mr Thomas. Yes

search for the new settlement rather than a

two

mile, because of the rigidity which at

on the matter we ought to progress onto H

two

, erm, that just let me reveal the thinking

solicitors and barristers. She has been there for

two

again despite Portsmouth awarding him a new

two-year

years. `I deal mainly with consumer
contract! WEST HAM have sacked
commercial

opens a casebook that spans 20 years to tell

two

more amazing stories: Why she believes

There's been a lot of conjecture about the

two

of you, you know.' `I really don't

thing, if you fancy trying to work with

two

machines at once. Talking about Windows

interest to people from across the world. These

two

programs are an introduction to these schools

have been anything - like a parable. Ahead,

two

small humps of islands lay stunned with

play for relaxation nowadays, but I know

two

of the guys who play here regularly and

guy. `He had the same smarmy patter.

Two

peas from the same pod. The only difference

corner, the extravagant sweep up to the

two

high peaks and the dent above… She blinked

beggars by the roadside. Goreng had given us

two

guards - whether to protect us or to stop

of the fundamental is shared between the

two

decision - and we turn now to this, and to

two

bands involved. The energies of the upper
other features of the model that need
elaboration

against her nerve-ends. She picked up the

two

copies reluctantly, as though with tongs

applause, ate and chatted our way through

two

more boxes of popcorn, until, finally,

when I started I'm sure there was about

twenty

. And we we see we'd only have these small

the er there's there's er one one of them

two

of them had to close down. Er close and

specialist journals. Garfield has described

twigging

as the inexorable result of realignments

production. The South Wales mines include

two

western European record breakers. Ffoss

Middlesbrough's St Mary's Mews development of

two

bedroom apartments and two/three bedroom

personality and the relationship between the

two

. Galtung goes on to suggest that social

with Third World partners. However, the

two

proposals as they stand are: 4.1 Leeds

the exception of the judgment phase, here

two

new verbal rating tasks were performed

morning. They do a run of one and a half to

two

hours, then return for breakfast. The idea

yellow' in the first quatrains, `sees the

twilight

' in the second, `sees the glowing of such

for the article for the Newsletter and the

two

translations of the leaflet. Perhaps we

then notify the public at least twenty f

twenty

four I, no fourteen days before it was

erm I actually received twenty seven and

twopence

a week, to start with it was paid weekly

It isn't easy coping with a person who is

twice

your age and beset by problems you have

drug user. As half of the first full-time

two

man drug squad in the North-East of England

attempting to monitor sustainable sources but the

two

organisations have complimentary skills

finer work the 88 handpiece is available in

two

versions; the more expensive using a spring

the flip charts in the conference room. At

twelve

she asked her to fetch a salad from the

said quietly to Maggie, `So glad to see you

two

is a mantra, so an image is a yantra, the

two

have got together,' and then took off again
used together making a powerful
combination

companies compete for sport and movies, the

two

she asked. `No.' She poured

two

major commodities which could ensure the
glasses and gave him one. In the semidarkness

has been an elder of the kirk for the last

twenty

years. Moira's a fine girl too. We have

exhibition created from wire, which she

twists

and weaves into shape. Occasionally the

own thoughts to notice the approach of the

two

uniformed policemen. They came via the

objections to cramped studio conditions caused a

two-week

delay in the launch of the new Breakfast

slept. On the subject of rest, you

twitched

a bit when Palin was referring to feeling

England when at the age of 17 years and

two

months he helped his country to a second

says. At Christmas, some fans send

two

cards to the band. One is for the group

No, no; I only met… well, Robbie was with

two

of his brothers and they spoke to me and

from somewhere above his ear. Her

two

hands went to her face; then she was flying

threatened by this rush to modernise and go `

twentieth

century' as they say today, and if we are

me the map and wandered off. After about

twenty

minutes, walking and fishing, she realised

Zeno and his followers rejected Plato's

two-worlds

Earth as some kind of large magnet, with

two

theory of ideal forms and sense data. Instead
magnetic poles located quite near the
geographic

and began to assemble his own forces. The

two

armies met at Sagrajas and the first to

almost certainly find her within a minute or

two

. As he debated this with himself, suddenly

interviewees had been victims of crime in the last

twelve

months, and a quarter had been victimized

solicitor and building society to recommend

two

or three surveyors, who must be chartered

the bedrooms large enough to contain, say,

two

single beds? Is the living room the right

and found him still stuck and yanked again

twice

bribes were to be paid in instalments through

two

more with increasing desperation until
narcotics agents, men from the Drug
Enforcement

fate of seven `Amcits', a Frenchman and

two

`Brits' was not compelling enough to be

, small family hatchback saloon car. The

two

enantiomorphic polyhedrons are exactly

always bewildered by the swing between the

. He merely knew enough to be careful

basilica of Nôtre -Dame de Brebières. Its

two
two-hundred-foothigh

n't fly? Bonking… bonking… it sounds like

two

pieces of wood rubbing together. Now what

powers in the New Forest. They sit every

two

months in the Verderers' Hall in the Queen

tower is surmounted by a dome on which

Ramsbury Hurdle. Young Pokey won his only

two

Britain secured their second victory in

two

races last season and will not be long
nights over Belgium yesterday with a
lopsided

and pinned their hopes on him to bring the

two

Germanys together was in stark contrast

Queen in 1978. He was equally sinis ter

two

years later when the Foreign Secretary

and often taking work home to do after her

two

children, William, 9, and Charlotte, 7,

generally. This information is broadly of

two

kinds - that relating to the education

slow the reaction down.) Over a period of

twenty

years it is claimed that a fast reactor

with the Sunday Times, identified these

two

as Michael Randle and Pat Pottle, members

eventually if she could hang on. She hung on for

two

years, existing on fees for supervising

bottle of Johnnie Walker whisky. Maggie asked

two

of the Australians to take these items,

as he dismantles fairly new vehicles. The

two

and a quarter petrol engine on my Series

control system. I had considered selecting a

twinning

conception, and using the other infant

tights and leotard. The lines made by the

two

to the new law even though they have only

two

dancers together must always have room
months to decide. Barclays, National
Westminster

margins in his first campaign, and then

two

expedition; this year to South China, Iceland,

two

novice chases the following winter before
to Norway (Lapland and Jotunheimen),
around

radiates heat and light energy. Whether

two

different surfaces of the same area have

Easter egg and cost only £2.99 each. Of the

two

, I found the former much the more useful

basis, it agreed to the LRT acquisition of

two

lines covering several miles at Croydon

models of planning can be seen to fall into

two

distinct categories. (a) Planning

spend time as larval plankton illustrate

two

interesting biological principles. First

this service and advance notice of at least

two

weeks is required. Also available

in the centre of town and is flanked by

two

car parks. FOOD AND DRINKS Food and

four in a row to close to only 7-8, but

two

year full-time military service, instead of

two

elementary mistakes in the following frame
. Speaking at the opening of a new
headquarters

home internationals, down in the bowels of

Twickenham

or Cardiff, say. These occasions are only

employed a dual strategy to achieve these

two

objectives. First, a comprehensive

enterprise again yesterday when they signed

two

forwards from New Zealand's recent tour

buyers and journalists attended Ozbek's

two

shows. Katharine Hamnett, fashion's fireball

local community. In the RUC these

two

1989 - the old, familiar structures of the

two

aspects of community policing are separated
alliances, the Anglo-American special
relationship

change; they will again seek the requisite

two-thirds

majority at Old Trafford on December 9.

new Middlesex County Asylum at Hanwell.

Two

of the sons of that marriage also became

tension, bound to the circular ship with its

two

little funnels. Gripping the chain with

takes United back to the top of the League,

two

points clear of Howard Wilkinson's dogged

Gerona on the Costa Brava. Drugs arrest

Two

men were arrested yesterday after a police

detail which rivalled his own. The

two

developed a rapport which neither her next

week, covering the 190 miles in five hours.

Two

which you recane your own chair, £75; a

two-day

ferries already ply the route between Tripoli
course in copper plate writing with
calligrapher

winners, the Whites beat the Shiels in round

two

, at which stage the Hovils, Farmers and

threw stones and bricks through windows. At

two

stores, cars were used unsuccessfully as

wheels and wheat. He drew up an agreement in

two

copies, setting out the terms in ponderous

that her male friends were divided into

two

groups. There were `friends', with a small

cars and so did GM with its Impact electric

two-seater

. (Geneva generates new change, Autocar

cent between the wars. By 1939 there were

two

million private cars and taxation was no

are so many newspapers in contrast to the

two

television networks, that relatively few

; there was Reinhold Niebuhr, one of the

two

leading Christian thinkers from the United

Canterbury except in the moments when the

two

powerful senses of humour coincided in

33,000 people, from all over the world, march

twenty-six

miles per day for four consecutive days

buildings, recognising the significance of the
RECOMMENDED CAMERA You could win an
Olympus AF-1

two

cat skeletons and the pile of old clothes

Twin

gloves, which set her back the equivalent of

two

, worth £150, the camera recommended by
weeks' wages. But she certainly never
suffered

the first time, able to contemplate the

two

main features of Labour policy, greater

handle state occasions They are very much a

two-career

couple and, although the work overlaps

quick glance of understanding between those

two

revealed to me my own frivolity. Enough

appointment of a new Field Officer. MIDLANDS

Two

He joins Michel Roux as one of only

two

day regional conferences are planned in
MOFs working in the UK. HEART BEAT
DOUBLE

and bottom surfaces to form flanges. These

two

techniques, and the addition of steel side

on pruning roses is a police stand, with

two

possible. He had already agreed that the `

two-plus-four

members of the constabulary dispensing
' talks between the Germanies and the
victorious

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT IN BRUSSELS FOR

two

years NATO has been fretting about its

reluctant to give them up. If your household has

two

cars and you get rid of one of them you

the wall as there wasn't a chair for him.

Two

hours he'd have to wait. His Mum didn't

little competition for food between the

two

leaves Kent with a strike-force of only

two

species. Incidental catches in gill-nets
, Igglesden and Penn, with Ellison and
McCague

Abbot's Lodge, on A259 at Seaford. B & b for

two

, £50 (0323 891055). Roscoff is the

respects they differ markedly from the other

two

parties and have a much stronger and more

with ministers answering Questions from the

two

sides of the House alternately, means that

consist of a 30 minute video cassette and a

two

colour Activity Book. The video cassette

venue for the public; a bookshop that needs

twice

as much space if it is to be the premier

are two monasteries on the site comprising

two

cloisters and three churches dedicated

necessary. On the floor of their limousine

two

pairs of handmade sandals lay abandoned

from any religious inclination. The

two

girls lolled in their chairs, their dresses

fraught dinner party for Clara Amedroz and the

two

rivals for her hand at the Great Northern

, it was awkwardly clear that those were

two

picture. In addition, consider taking one or

two

big `Ifs'. The number of working-class
photographs to show the building's
immediate

defections the players might as well be

two

Tit for Tats. A long and mutually profitable

by a valet, a secretary, an `expert' and

two

bodyguards. I cannot imagine what sort

Socialist Workers' Party which begins today,

two

of the most conservative factions yesterday

Control of MTS is being contested by

Twigrealm

, a company backed by the South African

sensible frequencies, where you only see one or

two

staff who between them do everything such

After the second leg, the teams -

two

women teams, four husband-and-wife teams

COALITION - When a player has 325 votes, any

two

other players can form a coalition and

another, followed in quick succession by

two

more from the opposite side of the village

'd often come across one or other of the

twins

, squatting down outside the house, with

Allan Lamb, be considered a good number

two

. Glamorgan's reasoning was less clear and

thinking about suicide; suicide was almost a

twin

obsession at times. Always conscious

his dad's. Lee (4.8): My daddy has

two

vans, a blue one and a yellow one. Daddy

Teacher: And how many here? Tara: One,

two

, three, six, seven, eight. Teacher

occasion even later than that, when I met

two

men who at different times became very

he must be driving them.' `We'll be

two

horses short,' the thin man put in. `We

drove them from their line. After a mile or

two

which took an hour to cover they found

changing rooms one of the models slipped and

twisted

her ankle. As she hobbled and hopped in

enthusiasm. A great cultural movement like the

twelfth-century

Renaissance cannot be explained in simple

Aimée van de Wiele, and the Concerto for

Two

Pianos played by the composer and Jacques

not the same man. I wish I could forget

two

London concerts he gave shortly before

versions, one for full orchestra, the other for

two

pianos with a different final variation

made clear that jobs will be shed.

Two

key decisions, still to be taken, could

greatly. After attending the class for

two

terms, including a little individual work

medical profession, or a mixture of the

two

. But they would agree that anxiety, tension

a contentious subject even in this late

twentieth

century, could, subject to agreed rules

Spinks, the headteacher, identified the

two

key factors in his `effective school' (

charged with keeping the side in Division

Two

, following relegation from Division One

have big hose-pipes out - not just one or

two

men but big gangs of men. Then there'd

read. The police searched the house for

two

hours, and there betting slips were found

and fewer still had received it.

Two

squadrons of Hessian hussars occupied the

braid and polished shakos. To the fore, the

two

commanders, gazing straight ahead, down

. As the police officer followed, he saw

two

notices declaring, `No entry. Trespassers

occasion by volunteering as one of about

twenty

stage guinea pigs, but within minutes I

the relatively small number of cases, when

two

description types are the same. they are

CONCLUSIONS In this paper we have outlined

two

lines of research that address the question

of Stony Stratford and New Bradwell had

two

Sutton's shop - very old and very small - a

two

unique utilities to overcome the hot lunch
storey building with a roof of lovely
weathered

surface it became evident that she had mislaid

two

thirds of her costume. What had started

with Jo beside them. Squatting to hug the

two

kids, fussing with Frieda's collar, unable

of shots cut through his benumbed senses.

Two

more shots rang out. He raised his head

the time of writing it would appear that

two

other major projects are to be implemented

youth of the day and the way of life of

twenty

years previously. So let us start with

related to both the variables. Now consider

two

other possible outcomes, as shown in figure

by Fahey & King (1977) which found that

two

companies out of a sample of 12 maintained

or Calendula alone) as a mouthwash, using

two

teaspoons full of the tincture in half

years ago at four thousand an acre… sold it

two

exporters to obtain medium-term finance (

two

years ago at fifteen thousand an acre…
- five years). Under this method nonrecourse

cabbalistic text. They work until they drop,

twenty

, thirty hours at a time. Their food, if

subjected to light it absorbs energy and

two

hydrogen atoms are lost (elimination).

applied perpendicular to the plane of the

two-dimensional

system. The Hall effect is normally

to draw up a list of pros and cons of the

two

alternatives. This is likely to facilitate

having his arms precariously supported by the

twigs

and branches he may find in his way to

one sitting and you know it. Yanto wants

twenty

pounds for that fish, in which case….'

temporarily at least, moved out of the bottom

two

with a draw at two-man Pyestock `B'. Roy

young men, friends of his, come in. These

two

strangers, I understand, had left Cambridge

were to remain tenants there for almost

two

years. For both of them a period of deep

speed and direction of the wind. The other

two

are `patent' sails, following the invention

the tall lady had driven off in her smart

two-seater

sports-car, `but I don' reckon they do

term; 2. a fixed-term contract for

two

years or more entered into from 6 December

apricot jam. By Christmas Day he had

twenty-four

little medicine bottles filled with a pale

payable gross. So immediately they've made

two

hundred and fifty pounds a year er bonus

then claim Pardon? If you've got more than

two

, you are anyway. You are anyway yes. You

the verses Well b er verses nin Verses er

Twenty

twenty one. Twenty, you have an unction

What verse are we up to now? Have we done

twenty

one yet? Yes we have Yes. Twenty two Mm

twenty pounds for the watch? Any advance on

twenty

? Twenty two, twenty four. Any advance on

six? at twenty six pound. Any advance on

twenty

six pound? Alright, all finished now? Twenty

The gent sitting on my right now, twenty

two

. Twenty four. Any advance on twenty four

thirty five, thirty eight, forty, forty

two

. Any advance on forty two? Any advance

very strong The by election is on September

twenty

third and we want leafleters this weekend

been electrically rewired within the last

twelve

months. RATING ASSESSMENTS Rateable

present incumbency he takes a company into its

twelfth

season this spring looking remarkably solid

Robert McIntosh, the manager. One of the

two

third prizes was awarded to Sir Anthony

Laing is building studios, and one- and

two-bedroom

apartments from its Charter range, which

waterproof. The torch is switched on by

twisting

the head and you can choose between either

effect which could not be achieved if the

two

colours were blended together with the

knitting. 6 Next row: Knit together the first

two

stitches of the row. Knit until only two

which has been formulated over the past

two

years, was agreed with twelve countries

Not in so many words, but until a month or

two

back he took it for granted that the business

recognized in the Maastricht amendments:

two

of these relate to the encouragement of

Well, we have had two deaths, so why not

two

love affairs - or, perhaps I should say

`On what?' `Where are these

two

- the Armani guy and the ex-ponytail?'

sweater; they didn't wobble, they clung to her

twisting

body. It was surprising how strong she

and second inversions, we have a choice of

twenty-one

different chords (Example 31): If to these

on `Free twelve-note music' we discussed

twelve-note

harmony, particularly in connection with

normal orchestral woodwind group consists of

two

to day. The country merchant bought then

twice

each of the following: flutes, oboes, clarinets
a year; he now buys twice a week. Why
carry

more. Yeah. So you said here to replace the

two

pipes, the sort of medium pipe and the

vague concept that just says, there are

two

sets, okay? Mm. Erm you could s you could

courses concerned and by 1980-1 there were

twenty-four

of them in operation, recruiting 321 students

in a somewhat isolated position and the

two

DMS committees decided to merge with the

the dogs. He never played in the same pub

twice

in the same month; even so, word got around

the thread of a sports jacket made from

tweed

only available in a small tailor's shop

Kean and Macready; even in the lavatory the

twin

deities looked down beneficently on lesser

who lived in Italy from a very early age,

two

(three in the second edition) are by an

of the Imperial Kapellmeister Regnart's

two

books of Canzone italiane (1574 and 1581

that at least some dinosaurs had gone on

two

legs rather than four, the Iguanodon among

Dalton believed that the simplest compound of

two

elements must have one atom of each; which

Rather silent, but has a buzzard-like `

twee-o

' and a barking call. Has a majestic soaring

. His leonine aspect and the mischievous

twinkle

in his eye made his appearance as arresting

Newcastle in 1649. For most of the next

two

years he served with the army in Newcastle

narrator of most of the Raffles stories.

Two

further volumes of Raffles stories appeared

site of the battle of Culloden in 1746,

twenty-seven

years earlier. Neither mentions the battlefield

- Dexter did not know. After a second or

two

she glanced down at her notebook: although

digest the white slick watery mash, The

two

green peppers stuffed with rice and grease

Three children survived. The two youngest,

two

boys, were sent out to South America, to

understood. Love is the mystery between

two

people, not the identity. We were at the

tiny flecks of moisture on the rough Harris

tweed

material of his jacket. Cassie stared for

life-time and they hoped to be gone for

two

or three months. Cassie knew suddenly

one style to another. Stick to just

two

typefaces throughout the publication; one

it without worse harm. Rest here a day or

two

and let your hurts be tended before you

furrows) on every stetch, making up the

twelve

furrows - or, to be more exact, eleven

three were perfectly fit and healthy, while

two

were on a definitely `unfirm plane' of

territory was inhabited by both and the

two

species must be competing to occupy as

the council meeting to order. The

twelve

were there, in the big room that had once

Wu, was waging a ferocious battle between

two

armies of miniature dragons, their tiny

July 1990. it aims to identify and recruit

twenty

German and French teachers for a ten-week

times more, but never alone, I wrote him

two

letters when I was in Spain, and he sent

electric cooking was pioneered; and also

twin

articulated sleeping cars. In 1923

creditor in his proof. The creditor then has

twenty-one

days in which, if he so wishes, to revalue

the ring had been the start of it.

Two

But the Green Consumer Gui Guide, I have

two

months' later, he gave Jessica a second
daughters buying them for Christmas
presents

responsibility of the Cabinet or Government.

Two

things were involved here. On the one hand

that shifted my pulse rate along a notch or

two

. A very large, bulbous rat was crouched

and later may have caused the genes of the

two

types to mix somewhat, but they definitely

of these will result in no power. That's

twenty-eight

potential problem points on a dual six

premises and in other premises or places. The

two

purposes of s.60 have been separated in

evening shall be increased by the addition of

two

hours at the end thereof. (3) The

to individual homes; usually a nutritious

two-course

meal of meat, two vegetables and a sweet

Services Limited. Its staff spent around

two

days interviewing staff and examining files

cooking? LOTHIAN CATERING Services had

two

reasons to celebrate recently. One involved

There were lots more, there were even one or

two

who, like Albert `Bertie' Gomes, had more

was our home. I accompanied that group of

twenty

, black and white, to Northern Ireland.

for a lot longer. Your for ya. Your paying

twice

for the same service. . Right, has anybody

scrap heap in their late teens or early

twenties

. The employment opportunities for

player has one battleship (four squares),

two

cruisers (three squares), three destroyers

married right out of university. She was only

twenty-one

. And do you know what her mother said to

electrolier, hung high above from the ceiling

two

floors up. The flights of stairs ended

'd like you to do one thing for me. Well,

two

things really. I'd like you to go on to

alienation from reality. His middle

twenties

were, to Joyce, his wasted years. They

if you brush your teeth twice a day for

two

minutes. 6 To prevent splashing,

truth. I have joined gyms in the past. I go

twice

. I go the first time, when that Scandinavian

finish. To do this, tie the line between

two

canes pushed into the hedge at the right

people adopt a posture midway between these

two

extremes. In this chapter we are

crucial factor in relations between the

two

countries throughout the modern period.

adjoining field. Artemis's horse whipped round

twice

, plunged and bucked, and then with Artemis

detailed log of your activities during the next

two

weeks. You will need to be disciplined

unemployment, sickness and old age. These

two

sections of the working class were seen

Rapide and Cordon Bleu Services, for a full

twelve

months. For those holidays abroad, we will

TO SEND YOUR MAIL BY SWIFTAIR There are

two

ways in which you can take advantage of

same, however, and before discussing the

two

magnesium bicarbonate hardness requires

twice

methods of weaving in detail, it is important
as much lime as is needed for calcium
bicarbonate

myocardial infarction has been revolutionised in

two

ways: the first was the development of

an outdoor clothing shop, a" raft centre,

two

good pubs, plenty of bed and breakfast

Peking government stopped the bombardment for

two

weeks, eventually declaring they would

concave. In many insects there are

two

strongly convex veins, R1 and Cu1, which

them might never walk at all. In the

two

days since Patrick had left the house with

went up a shilling a year. For the next

two

years after that, it increased at 2s a

sample of about one hour. That means that

of the population can be expected to sleep

the single-party governments produced by

two-thirds
two-partydominated

performance on it could be compared with the

two

mental test versions. (iv) Oral As

the 70 souls of Joseph's day had risen to

two

or three million at the time of the Exodus

appears to be given up somewhere between age

two

and three years, as children grasp the

extreme way and then mix cells from the

two

, they will reconstitute themselves into

implication of Christianity must clearly employ a

two-stage

operation. But this is not necessarily

as she once was. She's like an annoying

twin

to me. In one way we don't have anything

sweats - but needs to be taken for at least

two

years to protect from the more serious

taught me wrist-strengthening exercises and

two

days later I was allowed home. Within a

It proposed a shot-gun marriage between

two

parties who, so far from having anticipated

stifled a yawn. It had been a long day -

twelve

hours with Mobuto, eight of those in the

hour. And they were sitting on the only

two

chairs at the table. He looked at Bernard

fillets in precisely the same manner) for

two

meals: you serve it as a first course,

well have decided that neither one of the

two

should be the `lead operation'. Companies

component is much the more distant of the

two

. Even a casual glance will show that

Normandy, but developed in the course of the

twelfth

from the 1840s-70s is on show, including

two

into the chief instrument for central control
major Shoreham period pictures, `The
Golden

which was dividing his city of Bordeaux into

two

powerful factions. The negotiations between

1 batsman, according to the ratings, was

two

days into his 40th year, and had once again

of voluntariness is missing. This

two-pronged

analysis of voluntary acts, composed of

cause him grievous bodily harm. During the

two-day

trial the court heard how the attacker

her. He shuts himself off from his

two

sediments also occur (Coats and others, 1984a).

Two

young daughters and composes laments to
horizons of sulphidic quartzite with Zn-CuPb

Sexuality', as the term is used by Freud, has

two
twenty-one-yearold

aspects: first, a variety of possible objects
second mate who on this voyage from
Australia

also a moment of generalisation for the

systems of the American or British type

had any grace. I saw her on only one day

twenty-two

years ago: I have thought of her every

cleaning kitchen, making beds and cleaning the

two

main bathrooms, she would also perform

62, and has been married twice, divorced

twice

. He is not a flamboyant man, nor is he

butane gas cartridges are fitted with special

twinwalled

safety valves. The fastest selling model

or consumer unit for fuseways, to which

two

live (red) circuit cable cores are connected

The Shelf-Grips are usually supplied in

twos

for up to £5.20, but we are offering three

as having the window reglazed with glass

twice

as thick as the original glass. For sound

midday to 1500 hrs. A piano bar is open

twice

a week. There is a children's pool, and

arrangements. Hotel Villa Ada ***

Two

elegant villas house the beautiful public

people climbing into the rear. G-ARJU has

two

separate seats behind the front pair and

seasons. One eats meat once a week, and only

two

ever ate fresh fruit. Their handbags are

Worse off. Oh, right. What question you on?

Two

? Yeah. Two yeah. Would you say that th

do mine, I yeah yeah, bye yeah, bye I got

twenty

out of twenty why have you got it? I got

old is he? You're twelve aren't you? I am

twelve

actually. Damian's twelve. he's in the

Yeah. No, you wa , you went I went one,

two

, three. One, two, three. Oh right. And

right, a four- pinter cost you a pound and

two

pence a pound and two pence, now work that

forward of about three thousand, plus me

twelve

thousand deposit So they'll have fifteen

have Except the twenty five, fifty two in

two

classes I'm not, I'm not saying that you

but I think one think about Foxy is he is

two

faced. Is he two faced? I think he is.

for two. No, two more. Oh. Two more. Eh?

Two

more. Two. I'll do you don't know if Karen

Saint Boswell's? February. Ah well the what?

Twenty

fourth. Oh that's about And there? Aye.

movie. Film. Oh right. Got to have at least

two

degrees, if not three kind of thing. Mm

still on my first one, actually Tape one of

two

. Two. Got one. One, yes, right. So you

One. One. How many fives in ten? Two. Two.

Two

right so on the bottom now we've just got

December erm anniversary dates erm so there's

twenty

thousand waiting to be printed two thousand

junction's gone completely, that was taken

two

or three years ago. And that's what you

dropped by nearly twenty percent over the last

two

months. Have they? Well you should know

article two or three regulation, article

two

of regulation, seventeen of nineteen sixty

day of Christmas my true love sent to me

twelve

drummers drumming eleven pipers piping

the morning lean over What? is that speed

two

thousand three hundred and twenty two?

their fingertips. Very good! Very efficient!

Twenty

tapes to That's fair enough. Can you keep

sing for me next then? Erm Twinkle Twinkle

Twinkle

radars two men on a fucking single budget,

two

Twinkle You wanna sing that one do you?
men on something like a three hundred
pound

, but the trouble is they've had fucking

twenty

years to, to think up their side and so

nineteen, twenty, twenty one, twenty two,

twenty

three, twenty five, twenty six, twenty

Thank you so if I press play and record now

twenty

one thirty, twenty two thirty it's half

how many are there? Seventeen to twenty Oh

twenty

one to twenty six. It's a lot isn't it?

into the shop and buying a one pound or

two

pound or four pound But why did they do

June and July the ninth then December the

twenty

fifth go then, then don't have to buy you

heard you twang twanging your ruler. Doing.

Twanging

? Twanging. Did you, did anybody see that

like that. How old is he now? Must be about

twenty

two. So he's young? No, but she's . Go

actually written Yeah. and you might get one or

two

marks from that, so you don't it's always

many That's what sprouts can you cope with,

two

? No. None. None, you're joking, you've

I really ca and maybe if she eats one or

two

meals over the weekend, it'll he might

three, four, one, two, three, four, one,

two

, three, four one, two, three, four one,

can you tell the difference? Well there's

two

different wholes aren't there? chop toast

whole hour in a meeting not not an hour,

two

and a half hours in a I still haven't got

Doesn't he, granddad makes you laugh? Two

twos

. Dealer takes Cos dad keeps saying two.

and its er, it ain't, I made sure those

two

slices, but they didn't touch them. I think

it depends don't it? the top mm and the

two

bars and the other one's got the two bars

you wanna make well I'll make er I'll make

two

in metal and two in plastic and then see

ninetyish I would think. Mm. Ninety, ninety

two

summat like that. Yeah, we had like fifty

long run, it's, it's Yeah. gonna be a good

two

days Yeah. wanted to do that. Well they

with a roof. Yeah. Alright. They've got

two

or three little leaks. What it is is, the

it'd just transform it, I mean, just no

two

ways about it, I think. You've got that

it's more than that. No, just Yes I put a

twenty

four pence one on and a two pence one.

which as you said as you said it should have

two

Yeah. erm that's done erm, yes I've cut

Sheffield United don't you? It might be.

two

. It'll be Sheffield. That Leeds game were

self-contained flat. Living room kitchen bathroom

twelve

months two seventy five unfurnished. Mm

want No, no you have it. Did you have the

two

bits or the one bit? Yeah. I had two with

. Twenty four. You jammy bugger. Fifteen

two

fifteen four fifteen six twenty eight two

is nine. Nine. Fifteen two fifteen four

twenty

six and three is nine. Keeps her distance

nine. Five six seven eight nine. Fifteen

two

fifteen four two a dozen. Six in the box

They're not very good. Bog rolls. There's a

twin

pack here or will she want the bigger pack

goes fifteen thousand. So you'd have like

twenty

, well so they about twenty grand so you

yes I am. And she said ooh she said I got

two

grandads. At least you had an omelette

the Yeah. And when I'm back in a minute or

two

Oh is he getting the ? Yeah . Yeah . Unless

It says Saturday's? Yeah. Oh. Cos this is

two

and three so it says to three tokens. Oh

five, five O eleven four seven two point O

two

. Six pieces, eight by one fifty by sixteen

numbers. Have you finished it? You put one

two

Not yet. three five Sorry. six seven, eight

were all finished and James he backed a

two

hundred to one shot, I says you're joking

forget to put it on and then he twiddles,

twiddles

with the er right blue library ticket I

The fourteenth place B A! from at least

two

G C S E's G C E O level. You get a B A

I couldn't believe it when I, when I got

twenty

quid off my other grandma, she normally

while the house is upside down and I've put

two

yeah, yeah, put them upside down and the

better than the other one. Yes that's plate

two

. Coalforth. Nineteen twenty. Yes that's

it out. What's happened? Double exposure.

Two

people? What, look at little snuggles.

the look of that one. Mm. Well thousand,

two

thousand . The second bedroom is ten foot

. Tessa, yeah. Tessa, yes Tessa, there's

two

Tess and Two Jess, oh dear, walk on the

they get him free time, so now he's had

two

weeks off I see. for study. Aha, yes. But

it sensibly now. Yes. Two threes or two

twos

. Else you'll be in real trouble. Two threes

as he said, some people don't pay you for

twelve

months, and a lot of your money has gone

shut up then! Yes you'd better! Eighteen.

Twenty

three. Oh twenty seven. No. No. Twenty

I said you would! Twenty seven for six.

Twenty

seven for six. Ha ha ha ha! Thirty. Thirty

eighteen eighteen. Yeah! Twelve, twenty two.

Twenty

nine. No, you know that one. I'll get Have

turned up! Yeah, still there. Yeah another

twenty

four! Twenty four You hand one day it was

where there a, you know, two doors mm, mm

two

windows open that's true but when ya, when

and two for that one, and ten thousand and

two

for that one. What are we setting the end

Chinese tradition that dates back more than

two

thousand years. Talent scouts scour China

shares index closed up twenty-one points at

twenty-four

, ninety-seven point one. The pound is down

said the boiler had not been serviced for

twenty

five years, and the flue was blocked.

lost 2 and drawn one and on top of that had

two

players sent-off on Saturday. It

it reinforces his fear that the system is

two-tier

… He says it is already. There's no

Read in studio A vicar has had to cancel

twenty

weddings because his church roof is in

25 The hundred shares index closed up

twenty-five

point four at twenty-eight, sixty-one point

index closed up down fifty-two point four at

twenty-five

, twenty-two point four. The pound is up

and if it ruptures his life is at risk.

Twice

he's been ready at Oxford's John radcliffe

headmaster all the way. Read in studio

Two

brothers have appeared in court charged

county council elections are held. This year

twelve

district councils in our region who elect

golfer, Ian Woosnam, has been fined more than

two

thousand pounds and banned from driving

centre to be located in Chester and he led

two

delegations from the city to see Mr Hanley

Stricker was eight under par with

two

holes left when play was stopped. Fellow

The company will present five evening and

two

matinee performances at the Epic Leisure

colours are launched this season, all with the

twisted

rope emblem which epitomises its pedigree

will continue to soar when their famous

Twicer

ice lolly is relaunched next week.

blocked what looked like to me a certain goal.

Twenty

eight years of age, Tommy , made just a

possible I can have that? Yes, one seven

Twelve

about on that football damn idiot. Take my

two

by seven by six. divide by seven by six
pounds. Yeah. Hey I can hear what I'm
saying

the deep freeze, and over a period of say

two

, three years, every Friday night have an

had at least two opportunities in the past

two

years for reorganising our own structure

twelve year-old girl, and three boys aged

two

, seven, and nine, needed treatment after

cheques show the money was withdrawn in ten,

twenty

and fifty pound notes. Tim Hurst reports

to do. To lift his tiny squad, ready for

two

cup games next weekend. Back to the

in studio A British tourist freed after

two

years in an Indian jail may have to wait

a very alarming situation as now we have

two

equally opposed forces.' The UFF launched

visit families in their own homes once or

twice

a week. The voluntary organisation

The A417 Cirencester by-pass will run just

two

hundred yards from the property.

their house for cash. They bound and gagged

two

children and then forced one of them to

William Conway and Imelda McVeigh. Our

two

approximate applicability of the second of the

two

other winners, who were unable to attend
h-parameter equations with constant
parameters

competition in the JS Journal, the prize being

two

tickets for Crazy for You in London.

asylum laws. Strippers held in raid

TWO

male strippers and a clubgoer were arrested

with marathon running, having completed

two

London and three Liverpool races.

Heinze adding a brace. In division

two

, leaders Linacre Pacific beast Chaser 5-0

The twins' outfits for the panto,

two

of which they modelled for a preview, have

will be 50p a gallon.' `Then he sang

two

choruses from Nelly Dean and was sick in

steer his vessel and the craft had drifted

two

miles out to sea much further than it was

goals away at Bradford.' Deeside have

two

music and drama. The brainchild of

two

new signings in Michael Clancy and Gary
local men - Patrick McCoey and Mickey
Kelly

Radio Oxford and Talking Sport, the time is

twenty

one minutes to six. In about ten minutes

Palace two, Derby County one; Liverpool

two

, Sunderland one; Luton Town nil, Norwich

in fourteenth place, they now have forty

two

points from thirty five games, just one

compact disc, twin compact disc player with

twenty

four tracks from random memory, three way

anything. Erm side two, have I just this side

two

? Yes I have. What's the date today? Thirteen

the night. I mean, some of them, if it's

twelve

o'clock they'll no , they'll say sod it

of the Publicity Sub-Committee for about

two

years and is very interested in the progress

was just seven then, and Joan was almost

twelve

. Winnie was the eldest - she died four

that's three miles, should do it in about

twenty

minutes, yeah for three miles this pony

but that's being cut to half over the next

two

years. in Newham, that could mean shedding

Well let's say I multiply two hundred and

twenty

two by three hundred and thirty three.

plays to do and then try and concentrate for

two

hours again. Okay. Right. Six down two

today. Next week we're going to start a new

twelve

part series on opportunities in education

Douglas's murder. Still to come in part

two

, the stage revival that even the wicked

Smith. I knew him over a period of about

two

years before he died. I actually invited

we go too far erm in not integrating the

two

and putting them together and erm this

measurement is in terms of a value equal to

twenty

times the logarithm to the base ten of

bet on every outsider with long odds, say

twenty

to one or something, through an entire

labour, which is obviously a lot better than

two

use of the earth's resources er into the

twentieth

hundred pounds. But you pay the premium
century. We have obviously at every
Conference

the Fox Report for Monday September the

twenty-fourth

nineteen ninety, join us for another Fox

Saudi Arabia. And wreckage has been found of

two

American helicopters that went missing

RNA expression was assumed to represent

two

copies of the Eb gene per genome, and was

in January but found practice curtailed

two

weeks ago by a heavy snowfall. The

graduate of the University of Ulster dismissed

two

Fijians for dangerous tackles against England

They have raided the Glen Moriston site

twice

this week already in strength, and they

holiday to Corfu, he had sent Miss Warburton

two

love letters, in one of which he spoke

every effort to raise cash and strengthen a

two-man

board. A chairman has yet to be appointed

once belonged to Sir Walter Scott. He had

two

duck-billed terminals attached to it as

for a design rethink which would `make the

two

venues most young people's first choice

surprise in store when they handed over

two

cheques to charity. Staff at Marks and

died thinking she was fat. Tragic mother of

two

Olive Green, 55, forever told her family

members of the same family were injured when

two

cars crashed on a busy Northumberland road

Edgehill Road, Scarborough, was charged with

twice

assaulting Jane Binns causing actual bodily

busking,' he said. Brine, who admitted

two

charges of being drunk and disorderly and

the singer would leave opera in a year or

two

. Yesterday, Pavarotti insisted: `

the money Tommy, send the money.

TWO

North-East word wizards are hoping to reach

It's a great place, full of warm people.'

Two

10-year-old boys have been charged with

line there Yeah and then put your twenty

two

there and your twenty three there Alright

twenty miles, which was the distance, in

two

hours. Oh Right? This book isn't very big

minutes now the next one Erm two fifty to ten

twenty

nine, well, come back to the same sort

old car, you remember that, Fiat? Fiat one

two

seven like that one is. Yeah that's right

murder.' Mr Munby was summing up on day

two

of a historic test case that will decide

idea? You must have got wind of a name or

two

…' But Stone shook his head. `I was

richest people in Britain. More than

two-thirds

were privately educated and 400 went to

miss one train - that's fair enough; but

two

?' `Bordering on carelessness, I'd

watch now stood off in the loch, still as

two

sentries, awaiting Taureg 's arrival, and

only one proton and `heavy' because it has

twice

the bulk of the usual variety, and was

The open plan made it possible to have a

twelve-foot

tree, and we were able to hang presents

I promised Tom I'd be at the stables at

two

. I must dash. He'll dive into a prolonged

the ground in the 23rd minute and followed

two

surging drives. From the second, scrum-half

Wednesday woodwork. Wednesday were

twice

with a score to settle. `I faced them

twice

in trouble in the first half - Woods doing
in 1984 and the memory still makes me
wince

higher level,' he said. `We only train

twice

a week so Orient are obviously fitter than

Stephen. After two days McRae was

two

seconds ahead of the pack and a good bet

That apart, South Africa did give the best

two

sides in the world a game. Naas Botha has

the army on an island is preposterous. No

two

areas of the country are alike and it is

The fly pole is only a little shorter than

two

September 25. The band have also cancelled

two

of the smaller inner tent poles, so unless
dates at Hull Tower Ballroom and
Manchester

enthusiasts rather than motor enthusiasts (the

two

populations may overlap, but not by much

fifty pupils aged from five to just under

twelve

years old. The head teacher, the boss,

Matilda? Do you know all the way up to the

twelve-times

table?' `Yes, Miss Honey.'

and his bride-to-be. Swales, who was

twice

over the drink-drive limit, zig-zagged

unusual souvenirs on a day at the seaside…

two

pairs of kippers. They were handed

Little Louis could teach her a thing or

two

about how to welcome home a champ… 2

stereo discs are released. But they feature

two

on thin ice SLUSHY LOVE MATCH HOLDS FEW

TWISTS

separate mono tracks on one record and
PAULINE McLEOD THE WINTER
Olympic sports

to support Everton. KIT CATCH: These

two

Arsenal shirts may look pretty similar

in my family. I have five daughters and

two

granddaughters, so it is pretty exciting

feeling of unity, colonies often split in

two

: the Three Counties separated from the

Manager and VT220 terminal emulation, and

two

serial and one parallel ports, the company

No; the most remarkable features of the

two

descriptions of religion are not their

revenues and operating losses during the past

two

quarters, and its default under its bank

executive. Compaq says Prolinea backlog is

two

attendees. This was most evident in the

two

months. IBM is selling mainframes at 29%
key-note speeches. Dr J Majo Cruzate,
Advisor

the new science-based industries of the

twentieth

century [Pagnamenta and Overy, 1984]. It

its prospects, written up in today's page

two

, there is no doubt that IBM Corp is suffering

software from Apple, as there are at least

two

separate ongoing efforts within Apple to

include the reforms of the first decade of the

twentieth

century. Tomlinson suggests in her

Spot of bother?' he enquired jauntily as

Tweed

indicated he should sit in the chair beside

`Doesn't get us much further then,'

Tweed

observed. `We do have a lot of data on

network. Currently, Mr Quércia owns

two

been shown, for example, that identical

twins

radio stations, two newspapers and two
resemble each other quite closely on
schizotypal

physical, or of a psychotic nature, but

two

verses suggest he was mentally as well

would generally stop and have a word or

two

or listen to her. He was a good listener

mouth fall open, then he saw her upper lip

twitch

and her eyelids flutter; then she muttered

was produced. The bars were then folded or

twisted

together and beaten out to form the central

auditioned with Mike, he gave me a list of

twenty-five

songs to work on and I thought I had to

friend. You may have known someone else for

twenty

years and yet he will never be more than

Daniel struggled but was no match for the

two

louts who, having kicked and beaten him

there was no one else in sight. Even the

two

youths who had attacked him had by now

a subterranean mass of builders' ruddle,

two

toilets, Monica Seles first serve, and

length raised to the fifth power. A creature

twice

the size and height of another will have

of these half an hour before each of the

two

main meals of the day. This way it will

went to extremes, and for each song I had

two

or three complete lead breaks worked out

let us pause for a moment to think about

two

landmarks in Mrs O's progress. A

period of time, which may be as long as

two

hours. The effectiveness of any group

There are now only two village shops and

two

public houses. Three of the chapels were

Protection Beauty Fluid and Beauty Cream are

two

new moisturising products from Nivea which

Melt 25g/1oz butter in a pan, add

two

finely chopped shallots or one small red

lot to do with the fact that he's doing

two

jobs… `The reason that they're sparse

, overdrive. Other preamps have at least

two

coupled stages, but nine seems seriously

exceptionally beautiful, but the top has

two

scars, presumably caused during production

different sounds on a record that you've used

twenty

different guitars. But I probably only

Nevertheless, Irwin appears to have reconciled the

two

to his own satisfaction, though the arguments

, with stereo in and stereo out sockets,

two

remote footswitch sockets, MIDI in, out

with fungus Q I have a tank which has

two

pieces of bogwood in it. One of the pieces

earpieces. This makes it possible to set up a

two-way

conversation using only one pair of wires

substantially better than the aspirin group, with

two

thirds of the patients better than they

of the tracks taken from Morrissey's last

two

LPs `Kill Uncle' and `Your Arsenal'. The

Filthy filthy too… That was written

twenty

years and more before the trial and acquittal

was there. And in another light-year or

two

I was through the word-barrier, and the

miles [24 km] wide, so that we may pass in

two

hours from one great division of the earth

remedy the dire situation. RHINOCEROS

Twelve

million years ago the rhinoceros' ancestors

would have envisaged his triumphant return

two

years later, an occasion that

the Kilcharran . `We have achieved

two

things. First, by coupling up the battery

of Masquerade 's bows where she plucked

two

chickens that I suspected had been killed

said Maud, stroking her hair which was in

two

stubby plaits instead of her usual bunches

record as a law-abiding citizen. One or

two

promise to throw new light on the deaths of

two

had quite responsible positions in their
of Britain's most talented post-war
mountaineers

this a year later. The 60s brought

two

further landmark climbs: Kafoozalem (E3

mid-wicket for three. More breathless hush. Then

two

byes low past the off stump, horror or

the passage was deleted. Wedded to their

twin

pillars, his superiors in Washington could

prodigal habits die hard. Over the past

two

decades the owners have been generous on

had a single hearth and 23 cooking-holes.

Two

pits crossed the edge of one of the oval

epidermal (EGF) growth factors act by bringing

two

receptors together, which enables their

sequence homology identified primarily in the

two

membrane-spanning domains and in the free

changes which, by the early years of the

twentieth

century, already meant that an increasing

months and at least one had been there for

two

years. They were taken from one court to

seller by 1989, was a tabloid relaunch,

twenty

years previously, of an ailing broadsheet

concentration among the nationals. Neither of the

two

major national groups in 1990, Murdoch

per week (Tables 6.9 and 6.10). It grew in

two

ways: initially, as more people got TV

the lavatory taking my book with him. The

twist

to the story came when the old man was

forming in his eyes. Roy noticed the

two

boys and called to them. `What you two

? examined child care decision making in

two

English local authorities which involved

Island and are usually to be seen soaring on

two-tone

black and translucent wings, peering down

aggression has become highly ritualised.

Two

goats will circle head to tail in a display

rose to their feet. But there were

twenty

(or twenty-four) of them, and now they

natural tube steel chair tipped back on

two

legs against the natural pulpboard side

can cause harsh shadows. The other

two

sources of light are the ordinary, filament

sticker with the maker's name in old-fashioned

twirls

, P. J. Bellingham, and the Jermyn Street

between fragrant hedges and bonny braes and in

two

miles leads to the ancient broch of Dun

tackling this social problem. There were

two

sides to the campus security issue, however

industrial landscape. A `trip' sequence

twice

over, in that it frames drugged-out perception

the longer the time interval between the

two

assessments the greater the chances that

language by systems of linguistic analysis. The

two

are always interacting. There is consequently

Above: Cracking the pre-filter problem -

two

planting baskets were combined and the

Macedonia. He went from house to house dragging

two

metal ingots and everybody was amazed to

purposes. They all consist of a durable

two

part coupling system - one side with rows

and a colour changer you can get away with

two

layers of Fair Isle or single jacquard,

rails are fixed first, ensuring that the

two

bottom corners form true right angles 2

unemployment. Looking ahead to the early

twenty-first

century, the smaller size of nuclear families

are kind of lukewarm and skimpy - see page

two

- but he still claims, mostly for Destiny

of assessments below £2 hardly exceeded

twenty

, save in a few places, and overall more

two-dimensional graphics adaptor offers

two

to three times the performance of the Gt1

in Japan for SoftBench is $5,400, and the

two

companies hope to be able to sell over

mean that individual men do not count. The
RESTRUCTURING INTRODUCTION The 19th
century saw

twentieth
two

century would have been very different
significant changes in the newspaper
industry

inducing in both guards and prisoners. Only

two

prisoners refused the offer of early release

the storm-lashed Outer Kingdoms and the

twilit

Kristeva's determined separation of the

two

Down and Feather: A mixture of the

two

Annulii the Inner Kingdoms bask in eternal
. Such idealizations lose the sense of
impossible
, minimum weight ratio 51% down, 49%
feathers

Warhammer rulebook. Each chariot has a crew of

two

Goblins and is pulled by two giant wolves

passenger on board the Black Ship was older than

twenty

standard years. Many were as junior as

, provided they did not take more than a

two-year

break from employment after 1978. If you

would be a net addition of 77 beds. The

two

existing verandahs were to be used for

led them to barter their worldly goods for

two

acoustic guitars and into The Impossibles

the section broke up. Westmacott then saw

two

Richard France-Lynch's yard for the past

two

`red noses' coming up and thought they
years, she showed much of the old FranceLynch

operate. There are those who feel that after

twenty

years the general public should be familiar

were only partially successful. The

two

election, including 3.3 per cent in the

two

solicitors had been very busy dashing round
Tower Hamlets constituencies. The NF
averaged

virtual reality DataGlove. The American

twang

lowers the tone, frankly. Perhaps the thing

lost.' And she kindly remembered how `the

two

of us' had gone to tea with `the two of

illegitimate children. For instance, she sent

two

serpents to kill the baby HERCULES, who

my spine, and all that remains today are

two

little scabs and a few bruises. I felt

the power of the mind, how you can take

two

people and do the same thing to both of

bit more character, developing that limp

twang

that seems to create a fuss at the moment

feasibility. The PRS rule selects r = 2 and

two

pivots are required to restore optimality

's weekend squad sessions at St. Andrews,

two

tough dollops of over three hours each,

sharper, as if it would split her body in

two

. Against her will, she cried out with the

said. `We believe the Government has

two

options. One is to introduce selective

contemporaries paying such rates, he was charged

twice

a year from 1783 onwards at a penny a time

were, astonishingly, three down. He created

two

other simple chances and missed two himself

unlucky to take 23 wickets in Sussex's last

two

games of the season after the touring side

Wembley in May as `pure fantasy'. The

two

British fighters have been tipped for a

rather that morality no longer applies.

Two

shipwrecked men in a boat have only enough

whose fortune is said to be £10 million, has

two

daughters - 21-year-old daughter Cynthia

Kidman are to adopt a baby. After

two

Accountancy Books at the Institute.

Tweedie

years of marriage, they appear to have
: Threatening AUDITING PRACTICES
BOARD The

material world we know according to modern

twentieth-century

understanding as well as past views.

charge. Convicts back behind bars

TWO

escaped prisoners were back behind bars

Julia Somerville. `I hope to provide

two

with her private secretary Jane Ambler and

two

or three reports each week in the series
mystery male companions the previous
evening

others surviving against the odds are Siamese

twins

Hassan and Hussein Salih, six, of Hounslow

finger so hard I had teeth marks in it for

two

days.' Last Christmas passed in a

Park… If I get those things and a book or

two

- I will go to Wednesday night chapel for

represents something exciting to this community,

two

fingers to the authorities. O.K., so he

Harbor re-enactments at air shows.

Twenty-one

years after its release the film remains

Peter Pletschacher, is a book divided into

two

halves. The first half dealing with the

`landed' in the parish of Asgarby, some

two

and a Dwarf three. The room also has

two

miles from where he and Sadler had parted
tough guardians. The two suits of
adamantine

at each end) to raise it off the ground.

Two

pieces of 1½&ins; × 1&ins; wood were cut

particularly to children: in the Netherlands

two

thirds of the fatal accidents to children

Monsieur de Chavigny.' `Twenty-one years,

two

months and three weeks.' He flicked open

this trick. They consist of twenty letters,

two

M's, two U's, two T's, two S's, two N's

near-ghetto that Shiva lived. Lili tucked the

two

slips of green cardboard into a fold of

garden path and into the kitchen. The

two

women students who rented rooms from her

scornfully. `It would cost about a hundred and

twenty

dollars at least.' `So what?' replied

Keaton shot a short film every month and

two

feature films every year.' Merton nods

blacks and other minorities. `I do it for

two

reasons,' affirms Superia. `Because I like

panting with excitement. Two down, then - and

two

to go. All four doors of the car had opened

last year in FI is in Keke's memoir of his

two

years with Fittipaldi. It is a bitter tale

the primary incisions were undertaken by

two

surgeons; yet regardless of their importance

existence. 14th January 1775. At half past

two

this morning my wife died. At eight this

Patrol in question. It seemed that there were

two

incidents, and he had made no attempt to

who drink heavily are probably knocking

twenty

years off their lives.' He claimed

that it can now pick and choose from the

two

superscalar implementations on offer, says

1993 and April 2 1993, which also names

two

of the company's officers as defendants

and tables until he was crouched between

two

mannequins, looking out through their skirts

be tracked twenty-four hours a day. I've

two

lasers trained on the aperture constantly

Darren Twink's (24) dazzling ball skills. `

Twinky

' is now in his second season with us after

well at home. There was three of us - the

twins

and talk. I worked from 8.30 to ten past

twelve

Angela and Lorraine, and me. We are not
. We had a tea break which was only
supposed

refugee camps, were attacked. In May 1988,

two

thousand Israeli troops crossed into southern

Division, the senior presiding judge and

two

judges of the High Court, one of whom is

two first class tickets. One always has

two

. On the firm.' But he's the firm,

In general the dinners must extend over

two

speed. The harnesses that supported the

two

years, but there are certain exemptions
Chelonians swung from side to side,
knocking

sight, is very great. In the US there are

two

agencies entrusted with the enforcement

were used together. There are, I believe,

two

reasons, first that closed territory distribution

copy debate has gone on since at least the

twenties

about'. We can illustrate this process in

two

desire and emotional attraction occupied

two

. 3. There is no place for humour in
conversational fragments and note two
different
separate areas. In bed he was further
surprised

Most students feel this way for a week or

two

. Perhaps, with this sense of purpose still

equipotential surfaces and field lines of

two

point charges. In view of eqn (2.23

of the solid spaces whilst the remaining

two

describe the associations of the intersecting

pod bristling with lenses. There were also

two

French anthropologists, a raggedly effete

shorthand form. a) &frac13; of m b)

Two

sevenths of P c) Four fifths of A d) Eight

I'm sorry that I was unable to get, well

two

things went wrong first of all the date

new devotion, size, erm, it, it in one or

two

of these erm they gave me a definite feel

think of think of it with the brackets on,

two

times the whole compound, and the Yeah.

H C O three . Right right H two is just

two

element and that would mean one C A one O and

two

of H. Right so there i they're not the
Hs but what I is one C A and two O Hs
which

is fifteenth century tooling, but that is

twelfth

century tooling. If you er you have to

thin as light bulbs, and that survives erm

two

thousand years. So we're only asking for

along in your lorry and the cars going .

Two

hundred yards, , still going by . Three

erm and it then in a table identifies Page

twenty

six? Yes, page twenty six. It lists two

away a twelfth what would that come to? One

twelfth

. One twelfth one twelfth. How about one

Five. Or a nought don't they? Yeah. Does

twenty

four end in a five or a nought? No. Ends

fishing part of the community, up until just

two

, three years ago we had a tradition of

and between the nineteen of June ninety

two

and sixteen and September, er December

evidence, the judge's order committing these

two

Ltd., had received illegal advantages from

two

defendants to prison should be set aside
companies, one of which was a Carrian
company

Interestingly, the exhibition identifies

two

is pale grey. The head bears two long and

two

whitespot. I confined it to a hospital tank for

two

paintings in particular as possessing this
short tentacles, well supplies with chemoreceptors
weeks and treated it with Aquarian
Whitespot

I might bother you with another one (or

two

!) that I have completed since then. I hope

lingers at Lyneham Walk. Then he reappears,

two

minutes behind Iain. By twenty past eight

requires a moral justification. The

two

most frequently cited justifications for

peoples of the Sayan mountains known by

two

variants of the same clan name as Tuva

permission to travel south, we went to the

two

holiest cities of Shia Islam, Kerbala and

. Their conceptions can be challenged at

two

levels. First, it is not clear that a `

we'd start issuing client reports about

two

months, and as far as I'm aware nobody

transparent. It's three hundred and twenty

two

thousand pounds a year. Mm. Er what I Yeah

cancers are around about er twenty percent er

twenty

eight percent. But within this group he

aim was to achieve some ideal unity of the

two

. I couldn't imagine quite how. And anyway

tables'd be much quicker. If you knew your

twelve

times or your two times up to twelve that

cut it into twelfths but there are only

two

people so they're gonna finish up with

in equipment and in er But, we've still

two

I still see we've got two documents though

" He directed an exaggerated wink at his

two

sons, then dropped his voice and reached

night. She hesitated for only a second or

two

, then without looking around, she ripped

watch a programme once, straight through.

Two

minutes of video can provide an hour of

represent blood transfusion of greater than

two

for this particular venture, and er the

two

units and a hatched area represent patients
things you know are fairly deep in my
memory

working class people, but we went in nineteen

twenty

nine. We went to er Ostend, and he went

to go to chapel. Three times a day, well

twice

a day as we were young, as we get older

said, Well the men with the bigger books of

twenty

five percent, we could compensate them,

work out F of two. Mhm. That's two times

two

is four plus four. Okay. And all of these

say, 70 metres, comprising a 6-metre road,

two

2-metre footpaths and plot on either side

much here peasants did they? Well eighteen

twenty

four Yes but that's not this century. But

carbonate concentration which will suck more C O

two

out of the atmosphere. So it's quite critical

rapidly so as today we have the norm of

twenty

days plus public bank holidays, giving

transformed, perhaps within only a generation or

two

. NHS trusts Patients will lose out if

in colorectal cancer was similar in the

two

study groups. Criteria for assessing

deny that any were forcibly evicted. The

two

cases that have been mentioned occurred

Patients were instructed to fill in the

two

diaries for 14 days, but were not told

is useful for comparing the contents of

two

directories. XTree Gold has a mass

therefore taken aback to receive, within

two

weeks, a highly critical letter from the

irregular shape with constrictions here and

twists

of direction there, contribute greatly

she had made an impression on him on the

two

or three occasions they had met at Muthaiga

compromise' approved by Parliament made a

two-pronged

attack on the state scheme. In the first

inhabitants of Gas cony, whom it takes a second or

two

these days to recognize as cousins of the

Superintendent opened fire on the crowd, killing

two

and wounding five others. This started

explored further in chapter 10. Thus the

two

end products of the development of modern

mind a production of a new translation of

Twelfth

case proved him wrong: as they talked, the

two

Night . He was on the look-out for someone
of them might have been no more than
friendly

the Liberal Government decided to promote

two

pieces of legislation that significantly

was certain that we'd been going for over

two

hours, and still we were crashing on. The

' I said. A new life in London It's

two

days' journey to London by horse, and Will

subdivided into: intermarket spreads where the

two

futures in the spread are traded on different

washing-line that wouldn't spin, then the

two

apple trees set in the lawn forming a triangle

century. In 1441 he took over the work from

two

Venetian architects and supervised the

trip to Southampton, he offered to give her

two

of his tickets to Wimbledon. `Oh,

Rylands v. Fletcher idea is proposed in

two

modern law reform proposals. The Law

Commission
In order to fit the result of selecting

two

decimal digits (a maximum value of 99)

him welcome the punters. There were over

two

dozen of them. There probably wasn't a

tradition of low attendance, has between ten and

twenty

men at the Eucharist. Even so, a simple

Shall I leave you twenty pounds?' He counted

twenty

coins out of his large purse onto the table

such a suggestion. I had hoped that on my

twenty-first

birthday I would discover more about my

odd. Can you imagine a woman trying to get

two

men into bed so she could watch them?'

the present. Many of the elderly of the

twenty-first

century, however, will have experienced

effect of increased parental choice. In

two

excellent papers Adler and Raab look at

brought to Europe by the Arabs in the late

twelfth

century, when the traditional material

wheels, car, people standing in car; but the

two

horses that draw it are allowed to overlap

of utilising the home care service. Only

two

authorities actually had a separate budgetary

